Incident Workforce Development Group Meeting

Date: 10/16/2018 9:00 AM  
Location: NWCG Conference Room

Conference Line: 1-888-793-5446
Passcode: 5823387#
Leader Code: 3875254#

Attendees: Alexander, Doug (CGAC), Bender, Jesse (Chair, NWCG), Brummett, Tonya (M582), O’Brien, Dan (CGAC), Prevette, Jim (NASF), Schlobohm, Paul (NWCG),
Not Present: Allen-Brick, Sharon (GATR), Belongie, Cole (DMC), Celino, Dave (OTC), Greer, Shane (ACIC),
Minton, Michael (ACIC), Simontacchi, Jarrod (NICC).

Agenda Items

- Status of Data Collection Efforts
- How to capitalize on other efforts to help address IMT Succession
- Lightning Round

Other Information

Notes:

Status of Data Collection Efforts

- It is possible to pull ICAP data from a single source to update the data sets from the 2014 Summary of Final IMT Rosters.
- A majority of the Alliance of Fire Compacts west of the Mississippi use ROSS. Data can be pulled using ROSS Reports in this instance. Compacts in the NE and South do not utilize ROSS but the information is available via other methods. Prevette will connect with the coordinators of the Alliance of Fire Compacts to gather data needed.
- NICC has data available as well; determine what is needed and Intel can pull it.
- Rebuild the 2014 Summary of Final IMT Rosters report. Topic added to November agenda.

How to Capitalize on Other IMT Succession Efforts

- Since GACCs are responsible for mobilization, training, and governance of team formation, connect with CGAC for specific tasking(s) and to refresh the 2014 data collection.
- Revisit the Evolving Incident Management (EIM) recommendations and summarize to reflect current issues. Gain support by approaching groups the recommendations are applicable to.
  - Alexander will summarize the Evolving Incident Management (EIM) plan.
• Considerations:
  o Communicate the needs for fire support during non-fire season, not just at PL5 – particularly to managers and non-fire personnel.
  o Canvas all Geographic Areas for efforts in progress to increase IMT participation (e.g., recruitment).
  o Create a communications plan to market and increase education about IMT succession.
  o Look into the possibility of creating an interagency grants and agreements team.

• IWDG role: Facilitator vs. rule-maker. Organize existing efforts and provide national help, not prescriptive actions, for IMT succession. IWDG should be strategic, visible, and open but also action-oriented. Be a clearinghouse and support system for good ideas.

Lightning Round
• Bender will brief NWCG Executive Board and Fire Management Board in joint meeting on 10/17.